71 chevelle engine

The engine identification code consists of the engine assembly plant, the engine assembly date,
and 3 letter suffix indicating the cubic inch displacement, the horsepower rating, and generally,
what type of transmission was to be installed with the engine. Manual transmissions required a
bushing in the rear of the bellhousing where an automatic transmission did not. Many engine
"accessories" such as the carburetor, distributor, and exhaust manifolds were not installed at
the engine assembly plant but rather at the final assembly plant. While there are the suffix
codes associated with the LS6 engine, there is no evidence the LS6 was ever installed in a
production Chevelle and the only LS6 options listed in the Accumulative Production Report of
August 31, are units for the Corvette. These engine codes are also found on an old Chevelle
decoder program and listed at hp. According to the First Generation Monte Carlo Club website,
only a hp version of the engine is listed for and it's believed this should be hp and not hp as no
hp rated engine can be found in another source. A total of 24, 6-cyl engines were reported
installed in Chevelles. However, this figure does not agree with the number of 6-cyl cars
reportedly built in the U. This is a difference of 6-cyl engines without cars to put them in.
However, again, this does not match the total of 8-cyl cars reportedly built in the U. This is a
difference of 5, 8-cyl engines without cars to put them in. Engines reported for the U. Those
break down to , cid, 8, cid and 1, cid engines. Chevrolet only reports , transmissions on the
Accumulative Production Report of August 31, This number is only for U. This figure does not
match the total reported U. This is a difference of 5, transmissions all types without cars to put
them in. The listed transmissions for the U. Vintage Vehicle Services documentation of one
Chevelle sport coupe report shows 1, were built for sale in the U. There are over pages and
images on this website. If you think there is something in error, please note the exact page by
its address in your browser's window when reporting it. Home Misc. Engine production totals
are listed for U. There is no proof the LS6 was ever offered to the public in a Chevelle. In
previous years the SS and SS options were performance oriented, meaning they included either
a "" or "" high performance engine. The Z15 SS Equipment option continued to be available on
only the Malibu 2-dr sport coupe, convertible, and pickup body styles. Unlike earlier years the
only way to truly document a Chevelle as having the SS Equipment option is with some sort of
paperwork showing the option itself. Since three other V8 engines could not only be ordered
with the Z15 option, but without it as well, even having the engine numbers match the car's VIN
is of no significance with these other 3 engines. For , any optional V8 engine and transmission
was now available which meant the L65 , the L48 , as well as the LS3 and LS5 engines could be
ordered as well as any manual 4-speed or 3-speed automatic. The cubic inch engine could not
be ordered with the Z15 option since it was not an optional engine but rather the base V8
engine. Some claim the was available early in the model year but no documented has been
reported with the Z15 option. Unlike previous years, not all SS-optioned Chevelles came with a
bolt rear end. The SS Equipment option was available with any optional V8 engine in as noted
above. The L65 bbl engine came standard with a bolt rear end and only equipped with a bolt rear
end when the trailer option RPO YD1 was ordered. The other 3 optional V8 engines L48, LS3,
and LS5 were outfitted with bolt rear ends so when one of those engines was ordered along
with the SS Equipment option a bolt rear end was used. Positraction was still an option; an
open rear end was standard. However, a bolt rear end, as well as Positraction, was available on
non-SS-optioned Chevelles as well so the presence of a bolt with or without Positraction is not
an indication of a SS-optioned Chevelle. The L34 "" and the LS6 "" were gone. The L34 was
replaced with the LS3, hp cubic inch engine and the LS6 was dropped from the lineup. Although
some early test cars were built with the LS6 as magazine test cars, the LS6 was dropped from
the Chevelle. Three of the optional V8 engines available with the Z15 option were also available
without the Z15 option. Only the LS5 engine mandated the Z15 option. This, from Chevrolet's
documentation, shows the equipment supplied with the Z15 option. Note two 3-speed manual
transmissions were back on the table, even with the Z15 option, after being absent in Contrary
to other information, there was only one Z15 SS Equipment option, not two. It is true, however,
that when the engine was ordered, the fender emblems displayed "SS" and when any other
engine was ordered, only "SS" emblems were displayed on the fenders on coupes and
convertibles and the tail gate of Custom El Caminos. Note the information indicates hood
locking pins were part of the package with the standard, domed hood. Several documented
SS-optioned Chevelles from various plants have been found without the hood pins. Also note
the LS6 engine is listed but no price is given. This information was printed before the LS6 was
officially dropped. Even documentation as late as March 1, lists the LS6 engine but with " Will
Advise " noted on pricing. This is verbiage from window sticker on a SS-optioned Malibu sport
coupe with the L48 engine. SS optioned Malibu with L65 bbl engine. LS3 with ZL2 hood option.
LS5 without ZL2 hood option. Also gone for was most of the bright trim in the engine
compartment, even for the The valve covers were painted orange just like the rest of the engine.

The cowl induction hood was still available in but, "Available only when SS Equipment and hp
or hp engine are ordered. The ZL2 cowl induction hood was not promoted as much by
Chevrolet, hence the units sold was down considerably; 4, in compared to 28, in The SS
Equipment optioned Chevelle did come with the round gauge pods as they did in The U14
Instrument Panel gauges were still optional however and the U14 gauge option could also be
ordered on a non-SS Malibu coupe, convertible, or pickup. The same 'rules' applied as in so the
presence of gauges is not an automatic indication of the SS option; round gauge pods without
gauges would indicate an SS but the round gauge pods with gauges only means gauges were
ordered whether the SS option was ordered or not. Might note here the numbers and letters on
the gauge option were white as opposed to green from Only the SS optioned Chevelles got the
dash knobs radio, lighter, and headlamp with function symbols, all others were plain black with
bright circle. The 'sweep' or linear dash instrument panel remained standard fare for the
Chevelle lineup. In , all non-SS optioned Chevelles received the knobs without function
symbols, these did not appear on all Chevelles until the model year. Non SS optioned Chevelle
Malibu sport coupes, convertibles, and pickups could also order the RPO U14 special
instrumentation package and get the round gauge setup. Note the radio knobs, lighter, and not
visible the headlamp knob do not have the function symbols on them; only the addition of the
SS option got the international symbols. This is typical of aftermarket lighters. As in , the SS
option included a round gauge pod for fuel and speedometer but the gauge package RPO U14
was still an option. Note the lack of the clock option. Ordering the Z15 SS option only got the
round gauge pods with fuel gauge and speedometer, no gauges or clock. A standard SS round
gauge pod dash optional NK4 sport steering wheel. Only 8, NK4 steering wheel options were
sold in Another SS optioned Malibu with gauge package. This happens to be the L48 version of
the engine with a 4-barrel carburetor. Note redline on tachometer is still RPMs. This second
dash is for the or engine as noted by the tachometer redline. Also note the 4 smaller circles
should not be highlighted as these are. Some people like to add this extra bit of silver and many
aftermarket replacement dash assemblies come this way was well. Another aftermarket dash.
Note chrome rings around all the gauges and lamps. Hard to see but in the red square the
lettering for lighter is 1 not raised lettering as much as true dash and 2 lettering not painted. The
stripe color was dependent on the roof color and not interior color. The SS wheels for were
redesigned to a flatter, 5-spoke design and were now inch diameter instead of inch as in
previous years. Often a Camaro wheel will find its way on a Chevelle. Note the differences in the
Chevelle SS wheel in the top photo compared to a Camaro wheel in the bottom photo. The
Chevelle wheel has an oblong opening for the valve stem where the Camaro wheel is round. It's
reported the back of the rear view mirror was also changed from stainless steel to a flat black
for safety reasons. If the optional engine ordered WAS the , the fender emblem noted it with an
"SS" emblem whether a sport coupe, convertible, or pickup body style. The bright center bar on
the Malibu grille remained but the background was blacked out on the SS version and, naturally,
the SS emblem replaced the bow tie whether a sport coupe, convertible, or pickup body style.
The ZL2 option was not available with either engine. Hood pins and stripes were still part of the
ZL2 option package. At least thru early January, for some reason, the stripes from Arlington
continued to have squared corners as opposed to rounded outside corners the other plants
applied. The model year would be the last for the SS option with the Monte Carlo. Unlike its
Malibu cousin there only black-out area was the rear panel. The LS5 engine was standard with
the SS Monte Carlo and badging on the front fender rocker panel molding and rear panel were
the only external indications of the option. Hard to see in the photo but the boxed rear lower
control arm has an additional plate welded to the bottom of the normally U-shaped control arm.
There are over pages and images on this website. If you think there is something in error,
please note the exact page by its address in your browser's window when reporting it. Home
Misc. The Chevelle still had great appeal to buyers, and was available as a convertible, hardtop,
sedan, and station wagon. Under the hood, several drivetrain combinations were available in
The base engine power could be delivered by either the one available ci six cylinder engine with
a tire smoldering horsepower, or the even more anemic ci V8 engine with a measly horsepower.
It was apparent that the musclecar wars had ended. If you needed more than the base engines
could offer, you could upgrade to optional engines including the 16 horsepower ci engine with a
two barrel carburetor, or the horsepower ci V8 with a four barrel carburetor. This would be the
last year that a ci engine would be available in the Chevelle. This year, that engine managed to
put out horsepower. Chevelles that were sold in California could not get the ci V8, so a ci engine
was the base engine instead. The ci engine with a two-barrel carburetor gave Chevelle owners a
whopping horsepower. The four barrel engine upped that to horsepower. This calculated the
output of a bare engine on a test stand with no accessories, free-flowing exhaust headers, and
optimal ignition timing. In , manufacturers were building engines with lower compression ratios,

and were detuning their engines in preparation for the advent of unleaded gasoline. For this
reason, U. While net horsepower ratings are still made on a test stand, the test is done with
stock ignition timing, carburetion, exhaust, and all accessories in use. In short, the engine is
run like it is installed in the car. It goes without saying that the result of the new net rating
system advertised a dramatic drop in advertised power. You still had a choice of two big blocks,
but both were considerably less powerful than in previous years. When it came to
transmissions, all models were available with either e three or four-speed manual transmission,
and the automatic choices were a Powerglide or one of the two Turbohydro three speed
automatic transmissions. Build your own custom newsletter with the content you love from
Chevy Hardcore, directly to your inbox, absolutely FREE! We will safeguard your e-mail and
only send content you request. We'll send you the most interesting Chevy Hardcore articles,
news, car features, and videos every week. We promise not to use your email address for
anything but exclusive updates from the Power Automedia Network. About Us Sponsors
Advertising. News All News New Products. What is Pro Touring? Latest News. Car Features.
New Products. More Stories. Hardcore Chevys in your Inbox. Subscribe Now. We think you
might like No thanks. Drag Racing. Engine Tech. Gone are the sets of double headlights in favor
of Power-Beam single-unit headlights borrowed from the Monte Carlo design. Many features
from were put into place to comply with new regulations. As part of a federal regulation for
models, all models had an anti-theft steering column lock. Other than name, little changed with
the series, and it still offered only two models, the sports coupe and the 4-door sedan. They still
offered the same engine options as the Malibu with the exception of the SS packages , but
offered little in the way of luxury, with limited color and trim options and vinyl-coated rubber
floors instead of carpet. Other than the aforementioned redesigning of the front end, very little
about the Malibu changed in In fact, other than a few new color options for the interior, it looked
just about the same. Under the hood, the standard engine was now the horsepower cubic inch
six cylinder or the horsepower cubic inch V Other engine options available for the Malibu were
two cubic inch V-8s producing either or horsepower. The cubic inch motor now known as the
produced horsepower. It included the option of all of the V-8s available as Malibu upgrades, as
well as a cubic inch V-8 exclusive to the SS package. This engine, known as the LS5, produced
horsepower, an increase from the horsepower produced by the same model in Since the was
the only engine that required an SS package, many see the SS package for as mainly a show
piece, more than translating into performance. Almost every company seemed to be in
somewhat of a stagnation in , holding around the same engine sizes, horsepower ratings and
body styles. As mentioned before, many regulations, place both by federal officials and the car
companies themselves, were either starting to show their effect on the muscle cars, or were
looming in the near future. If was the pinnacle for the muscle car warsâ€”or at least for the
Chevelleâ€” marked the beginning of the calm before the decline. The Chevelle was the last of
this year of this body design. Thankfully, changes to this classic design were minor. The Fords
were growing larger by the day. The Gran Sports may have been faster but their lines were
never as clean as the Chevelles. Leave it to the common mans division of General Motors to
create something as pure as the design of this generation of Chevelle. Save my name, email,
and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Very carefully. Muscle Car
Specifications Performance Model. Overall rating. You may also like. The year saw only subtle
difference in the Chevelle body, but in previous years, the SS and SS options were performance
oriented, and included either a ci engine or ci engine. What this meant is that it became more of
a dress-up option than a performance option. The SS option was available on only the two-door
Malibu sport coupe, convertible, and El Camino bodies. This year GM informed all divisions that
all engines sold, must run on unleaded fuel. This edict was in regards to tightening CAFE
standards, and caused a serious detuning of the engines. Buyers could get their Chevelle with
either the only available six cylinderâ€”the ci inline engine with horsepower, or the standard V8,
which was the ci engine that delivered a sleep-inducing horsepower. By upgrading the
small-block V8 engine options, this allowed buyers to order either the horsepower L65 ci engine
with a two-barrel carburetor or the horsepower L48 ci engine with a four-barrel carburetor. This
big block was actually a ci engine, but was listed as a Turbo Jet Finally, the LS5 ci engine with a
four barrel carburetor was the only ci engine available. Unfortunately, the LS6 was gone. Just as
an aside, the ci engine could not be ordered with the SS option. We also need to help alleviate
any confusion by letting you know that in , Chevrolet introduced the ci Turbo-Fire small-block
engine. The small-block was only available in full-size Chevrolet cars and the Monte Carlo. If
your Chevelle came with the Cowl-Induction hood, your air cleaner featured an open-style lid
right that allowed fresh air into the air filter. Non Cowl-Induction hood-equipped cars utilized a
closed air cleaner system left. Although both engines were occasionally referred to as a , the
Turbo-Jet actually displaced cubic inches, and the Turbo-Fire displaced cubic inches. Build

your own custom newsletter with the content you love from Chevy Hardcore, directly to your
inbox, absolutely FREE! We will safeguard your e-mail and only send content you request. We'll
send you the most interesting Chevy Hardcore articles, news, car features, and videos every
week. We promise not to use your email address for anything but exclusive updates from the
Power Automedia Network. About Us Sponsors Advertising. News All News New Products.
What is Pro Touring? Latest News. New Products. More Stories. Hardcore Chevys in your Inbox.
Subscribe Now. We think you might like No thanks. Drag Racing. Engine Tech. From a
performance perspective, the â€”72 contingent was the most appealing sequence of Chevelles
ever built. There exists a wide panoply of Chevelle models, and as such pricing for the second
generation car is all over the map. How can you choose the right Chevelle at the right price and
not get burned in the process? To say that the Chevrolet Chevelle was a bread and butter car
for General Motors is a bit of an understatement. During its â€”72 run, a whopping 2. There were
just under , SS examples produced, or roughly eight percent of the final build count. Those cars
can be further broken down along the following lines: 44, Z15 package cars â€”72 , 23, SS s
â€”72, of which were LS6 models , 53, SS s , 86, Z25 SS cars , and 62, Super Sport editions ,
also known as the SS Why the issue? The first character remains a 1, the series is denoted by a
single letter C, D, or H for SS-eligible models in the second character space, and the next two
numbers count for body style. The fifth characterâ€”engineâ€”is where things get interesting: a
W represents the cubic-inch engine, which was unavailable without the also ordering the SS
option package. The rest of the VIN follows the previous model years in terms of format. How
then to document a true SS car from â€”71? Matching paint codes and model years can
sometimes be a useful indicator. The top left corner of the Fisher tag shows the year of
production, and the paint code can be found under the six-digit unit number. The left two-digit
number is the lower body color, and the right one is the upper body color. From onwards,
unfortunately, that all falls apart. Paperwork is a very important thing. Without the original
motor, you could be looking at a Malibuâ€”and even with a matching-numbers big-block, it
could still be a clone. The Chevelle SS was the fastest mid-size Chevrolet available each year,
and it was a formula that evolved as time went on. For , the Super Sport SS line delivered one of
three possible cu-in engines: the hp L35, the hp L34, and the hp L Trim included unique
badging, two air induction inlets on the hood, and a blacked-out grille, and every car featured a
black lower body. Standard equipment included a three-speed manual gearbox, an open rear
diff, and a bench seat, but the Super Sport could be decked out with all manner of options
including buckets, gauge packages, D96 stripes, disc brakes, positraction, a four-speed
transmission, and a three-speed automatic transmission. A new horizontal bar in the grille
rather than the previous mesh arrived in , as well as square taillights in place of the long
above-bumper version and a new ordering process at Chevrolet. You now had to ask for the Z25
SS package required to transform your Chevelle or Malibu into a muscular street machine. New
was the availability of an optional rear sway bar and boxed rear control arms. In designation
was a little muddied; although the SS nomenclature remained in use, the base L34 engine had
been bored out to cubic inches. It still delivered horsepower, with horses from the L An
additional SS wrinkle was added by introducing the Z15 order code on top of the Z Choosing the
lesser number got your more engineâ€” cubic inches, in fact, which was good for hp and came
mated to either a four-speed Muncie manual or a three-speed automatic added cost options on
top of the Z15 package. You could also opt for the LS6, which was a hp edition of the that also
generated lb-ft of torque. In addition to the radical styling changes introduced for with the entire
Chevelle family adopting a much more square look , Chevrolet would also shake up what the SS
badge meant for the car. Instead, it was used as an appearance package that could be combined
with any of the V-8 engines offered with the Malibu trim level, save the base cu-in unit. These
included a hp, cu-in engine, two V-8s and hp , and a hp LS5 As with any car nearing its sixth
decade in a world filled with rain and road salt, rust is an issue for the A-body. Keep in mind that
rust in one areaâ€”as with the rear glass issue mentioned aboveâ€”can sometimes require a
more involved repair process than its location might first suggest. To replace the inner rocker
you have to take all the braces off and redo the entire floor. Fortunately, almost every single
component for the Chevelle SS is currently being reproduced, including the sheet metal.
Dynacorn , for example, builds an entire body now, which means parts for â€”72 are readily
available. Not all replacement panels are cut from the same stock, however; Lilly cautions that
good repro steel can be tough to find. A lot of imported panels do not fit properly out of the box,
requiring cutting to make them work. The first? Very few of these vehicles are original anymore.
Most have been tinkered with, improved upon, and modified over nearly 50 years of existence.
Far too many people skip a pre-purchase inspection that will catch not only these kinds of
issues but also the corrosion problems common to the cars. You need as much information as
possible before deciding if you want to get involved with a particular vehicle or not. Next up is

the popularity of certain model years. There are many fine examples of these historic GM
A-bodies out there and a large supporting community before and after you make the final
decision. Happy hunting for the Chevelle of your dreams. Buying and Selling. A Story About.
Your weekly dose of car news from Hagerty in your inbox. See more newsletters Thanks for
signing up. Sign up. More on this topic. Brandan Gillogly. News car barn-find sale is ripe with
Mazda rotary power Brandan Gillogly. Share Leave comment. If you have a small-block car, you
can now build a ci version of the old mouse motor that makes more than hp and runs on pump
gas without any power adders. Factor in a supercharger or turbo, and things can get really
crazy. And if you have a big-block, the sky is the limit. Building a completely modern
performance Chevelle almost certainly requires an engine swap. People have been swapping
back and forth since , so there is a plethora of parts and knowledge on exchanging a mouse for
a rat and vice versa. You can have either small-block or big-block in all-aluminum, short-deck,
tall-deck, strokers, and just about anything else you can dream up. The engine swap detailed in
this chapter is the most commonly talked-about and the least understood by the majority of
Chevelle owners today. The LS family of engines is the one of the most popular swaps,
providing an engine with great power for its displacement, high efficiency, and the option of
going all-aluminum. However, they do not simply bolt in, and you need to change or adapt just
about everything that attaches to the engine when install-ing one in your Chevelle. Blasphemy,
you say? Let me explain. Those include the head-bolt spacing, the accessory bolt-hole
locations on the block, the bellhousing bolt pat-tern, and so on. The commonality became
ingrained in performance builders to the point where most took it for granted. These are now all
referred to as Gen I small-blocks. Factor The introduction of the LS design in ushered in a new
era of Chevrolet engines. It shares nearly nothing with the Gen I. The exhaust ports are in a
different loca-tion and the bolt pattern is different, absolutely none of the old accessory
brackets bolt on, the water pump is completely different, the bellhous-ing bolt pattern is
different, and the external dimensions are different. So, why the emphatic acceptance of an
engine that requires the learn-ing curve of a performance BMW or Mercedes engine? It is due in
part to the fact that it is a Chevrolet V-8, and also because it is still a push-rod engine. One of
the biggest arguments for the LS engine design, though, is that the valve location and port
design in the cylinder heads is fan-tastic for making power. This cylinder head design also
smoothes out more radical camshaft profiles which can be used without the choppy idle and
decreased low-end torque that you would expect. These engines have cylinder heads designed
to make efficient power. With a multi-port injection and computer-controlled ignition timing, an
LS engine in front of an overdrive transmission is capable of producing over hp and achieving
more than 20 mpg. Another reason the engine is popular is that it has been mass-produced for
more than a decade, placing literally millions of them on the road. But this swap is far from a
drop-in, bolt-on exercise. In addition to some custom work, you have a lot of choices to make.
That starts with which LS engine to use. The displacement has varied from Vortec 4. And the
engines have been used in everything from pickup trucks to Corvettes. Choosing your engine
comes down to what is most important to you and how you use your car. And, naturally, your
budget is a factor. These engines are typically more expensive, but are also usually higher
performance in stock form. They range from an economical LS which is an iron-block 5. No
rebuilding, no used engine parts. That might be tempting, but realize that these are usually
,plus-mile engines that require rebuilding, and the displacement is seldom more than 5. These
are all-aluminum. You can toss a carb and headers on one and make hp and still have a rpm idle
without changing any internal engine parts. The LS7 may be one of the most desirable
candidates for swapping. The unique crank makes it difficult to change to a wet-sump oiling
system. The biggest number to keep in mind is how much the various engine-swap components
cost. When performing a swap, there are a few basics about the LS engine that are helpful to
understand. First, there is no coolant routed through the intake manifold. Instead of a
thermostat housing at the top center of the intake, coolant enters and exits the block only
through the water pump. The thermostat housing is built into the water pump, and there are no
ports in the intake for the temperature sensor. This also creates the need for a steam line in
many factory applications. Production LS blocks have only 10 head bolts per side, a problem
that plagued Ford engines for decades. This is fine at production cylinder pressure levels, but if
you want to make serious power, you fight head gasket problems. Aftermarket blocks, such as
this LSX block from Chevrolet Performance, have additional bosses for head bolts. This is a
great choice if you are thinking about adding a supercharger or a turbo and pushing beyond hp.
On the LS, the oil pump is at the front of the engine. It bolts to the block around the snout of the
crank. The key in the crank drives the pump. This means several things for retrofits. First, the oil
pump sump needs to run from the back of the engine rear sump all the way to the front. This is
problematic for â€” Chevelles because of oil pan-to-crossmember clearance. Second, there is

no way to spin the oil pump without spinning the crank to pre-lube the engine before you start it
for the first time. There are pre-lube devices available that basically tap into the oil system
externally. While this may be one of the most-talked-about swaps today, before committing to
an LS engine, ask yourself why you want one and determine how much it really costs. The very
first thing you should do is buy yourself a good set of metric tools. Everything on these engines
is metric. Start with a good kit, like this one from Kobalt, which comes with sockets, wrenches,
and Allen wrenches. You also should have a set of six-point sockets, ratcheting wrenches, and
Allen socket drivers. LS engines use a totally different style of engine mount compared to older
Chevys. However, all of these adapters place the engine in a slightly different location, fore and
aft, in the chassis. The headers and oil pan may come in contact with the body or subframe. My
recommendation is to get the engine mount adapters, headers, and oil pan from the same
company, which means you have to consider all of the components when selecting one. Three
versions of the adapters are available: one positions the bellhousing flange at the stock
location, another moves it forward, and a third moves it backward. Keeping the engine at stock
location or moving it rearward is best for fitment of the headers and oil pan, as well as weight
balance. This Trans Dapt engine mount adapter is installed on an LS3 engine. It requires a bit of
grinding to clear a boss on the engine. The engine in the â€” Chevelles sits more than 1 inch
closer to the engine crossmember and steering linkage than the engine in the â€” cars. This
creates a challenge with oil pan clearance, and moving the engine up slightly with these engine
mounts helps. Moroso also offers stock-height solid mounts. I prefer solid engine mounts
because nothing moves as the engine revs. They do transfer more vibration to the chassis and,
ultimately, the driver and passengers. Polyurethane mounts from Energy Suspension are an
option for better control and durability than rubber, and better vibration isolation than solid
mounts. The exhaust manifolds on some high-performance stock LS engines provide decent
flow. But most of them do not fit in the chassis of a Chevelle very well. Hedman Headers makes
mid-length and full-length headers designed to fit with Trans Dapt engine adapter plates.
Hooker makes full-length headers designed to work with its engine adapter plates. You can also
have custom headers made. This is usually more expensive and requires access to a talented
fabricator, but it normally results in the best-fitting headers. However, I did have to massage
them with a hammer in a couple of places because of our specific situation. First, the number
five tube hit our steering shaft. This may or may not be an issue with the stock steering shaft on
â€” cars, but I suspect it will be really close if not touching. To create a smooth dimple for
clearance, wrap an impact socket with several layers of masking tape, place it on the tube at the
correct area, and hit it with a hammer. Lay the port flange of the header flat on the ground to
keep from bending it. If not, you can purchase them from most aftermarket fuel-injection
companies. The oil pan for an LS engine is one area that highlights the difference between â€”
Chevelles and the later â€” cars. Because the crossmember, inner tie rods, and center link are
closer to the oil pan on the early cars, finding an oil pan that fits is extra challenging, and most
oil pans designed for Chevelles fit the later cars better than the early ones. The sump generally
comes too far forward, and the front section hangs down too low for crossmember and steering
linkage clearance. Some people opt to cut, plate, and box the crossmember and convert to
rack-and-pinion steering. If you go this route, make sure the manufacturer of the
rack-and-pinion system assures you that its system fits your plan. Every oil pan comes with an
oil pump pickup tube specific to the pan. Here are some oil pan options. On the left is a Holley
LS conversion pan for Chevelles. The sump is generous and sits about the same height as the
crossmember in the car. If your LS engine is moved as far back as possible in the chassis, this
fits, but barely. It also makes getting the engine in and out extremely difficult because of the
tight fit of the oil pan on the crossmember and the engine against the firewall. The pan on the
right is a muscle car swap pan from Chevrolet Performance. The shape of the pan solves some
issues, but the extra-deep sump hangs more than 1 inch below the crossmember in an early
Chevelle. It also contacts the crossmember and steering linkage on the early cars. Milodon
makes sheet-metal oil pans for LS swaps. A lot of people use these without any trouble, but the
factory cast-aluminum pan is a structural part of the engine, providing strength on the bottom
end. Reports vary as to how well these fit the early cars, although they do seem to fit the â€”
cars well. The Holley oil pan requires fewer modifications to fit an early car than the others.
Also, Holley is currently developing a new pan that should address these issues, as well as
provide baffling in the sump for road and autocross racing. This is sufficient to create a tiny gap
between the Holley oil pan and the crossmember. The fix for inner tie rod clearance is much
more involved. With the engine in the car, mark the sides of the pan with the amount of room
needed. Then raise the engine just high enough to be able to fully steer lock to lock, and trace
the arc of the linkage on the bottom of the pan. The result is that two windows need to be cut
into the cast-aluminum oil pan by using an air-powered cut-off wheel and a reciprocating saw.

You need to mock-up the placement of the tube under the engine and mark where it interferes
with the windage tray. Typically, you need to cut away material near the mounting stud, and you
may also need to trim the mount on the new oil pickup tube. Do so carefully, however. You do
not want the pickup tube mount to break, allowing the tube to fall, potentially suctioning itself
against the bottom of the pan and starving the engine of oil. In early Chevelles, you need to
reduce the depth of the oil pan where the pickup tube runs. This means cutting and welding the
tube so it is as tight against the bottom of the engine as possible. You can order an F-car pickup
tube from General Motors, which starts out fairly tight against the engine, and start cutting. You
need it to be even higher than the original F-car tube, so make the first cut at the first bend in
the tube as it connects to the pump. Then cut and weld a section to get the clearance you want
and position the pickup exactly where Holley designed it in the oil pump. Hand-file the cut
pieces and TIG-weld them for clean and controlled welds. Then pressure-test the tube by
plugging the ends, applying air pressure through one of the plugs, and running soapy water
over the tube to check for air leaks. You can build a trap-door system in the sump area of the
Holley oil pan for better oil control during hard cornering. The idea is to create a box around the
oil pump pickup. By using trap doors to make it easy for oil to enter the area, but hard to exit
during cornering, this reduces the chance of momentary oil starvation during high lateral G
maneuvers. The Holley pan comes with the baffle shown, which bolts to the pan to further
reduce windage. ABC Performance custom fabricated the metal insert located in the sump area
of the pan. This cuts the horizontal surface area of the sump section by about 40 percent. Rivet
this piece to the original bolt-in baffle. Both pieces need to be trimmed to fit the oil pump pickup
tube, which means mocking up all of it on the engine, trimming, and repeating as needed. It may
take a bit of searching local hardware stores to find some without holes. You also want steel so
you can weld them in place. Before they are welded in, cut them to fit around the clearance
openings for the pickup tube. After cutting them, make sure that they still swing freely. The idea
is just to slow the oil and keep it close to the pickup tube. But they open enough to let oil enter
the area when turning one direction and close to restrict oil movement in the other direction.
Attach the trap-door system to the baffle. Set the system in place and bolt the baffle to the pan.
Measure the location of the oil pump pickup when installed, and position the trap-door system
accordingly. Mark the position of the system on the baffle and then remove everything. Use
rivets to attach them. Next thoroughly clean the entire assembly. For the final installation, use
Blue Loctite on the four bolts that hold the baffle to the oil pan. This is tricky welding, as you are
joining sheet aluminum to a cast aluminum pan. And oil has a way of seeping through the
tiniest pores. Most of the Chevrolet Performance crate engines come with a water pump and
damper, but nothing else. In either case, you need an accessory drive system designed to
mount the accessories you want and fit it into the Chevelle chassis. They typically come with
the accessories power steering pump, air conditioning compressor, and alternator because the
variance in what could be used might lead to fitment issues with the brackets. General Motors
used quite a few different water pumps, depending on what vehicle the LS was installed in and
what accessories it had. Because the water pump has most of the accessory mount bolt holes
in it, most aftermarket companies provide a new water pump with their kit. Some also provide a
new damper for similar reasons. I installed a Billet Specialties Tru Trac accessory drive system
with power steering and alternator no air conditioning on this car. The Billet Specialties
accessory drive system comes with an Edelbrock aluminum water pump. Pay attention to where
the various fasteners, studs, and spacers are supposed to install. Also, use anti-seize on any
fasteners installed into aluminum. Bolt the water pump to the block. With the new water pump in
place, you can start bolting on the accessory brackets. Most accessory drive kits come in
polished aluminum finish. Most of the brackets are dual-purpose. This one mounts the
alternator and is the top bracket for the power steering pump. The pump provided with the Billet
Specialties Tru Trac is a remote reservoir style, but does not include a reservoir. You can use an
original-style remote reservoir found on most late-model vehicles or order an optional billet
aluminum reservoir from Billet Specialties. In either case, you need to remotely mount the
reservoir, such as to the radiator core support right next to the radiator. The Billet Specialties
system includes an ATI damper because different dampers of various thicknesses were used by
the factory, and this new damper eliminates that variance. However, there is no woodruff key in
the crankshaft to align the damper. Using a flashlight, you can see the slot farther back for the
key that drives the oil pump. ATI sells a kit that lets you pin the damper to the crank to keep it
from spinning on the snout of the crank. This is advisable for all LS engines and should be
considered required on any engine making more than hp, or that you intend to rev above 6, rpm.
The kit consists of a locating device shown here bolted over the end of the crank , two drill bits,
drill guides, and a pin. Otherwise, you need to use an installation tool to pull the damper onto
the crank. The Billet Specialties system comes with a brand-new GM damper bolt. Before you

use the new bolt, install the old one and torque it to ft-lbs, and then remove it. This seats the
damper completely without stretching the new bolt. Then install your new bolt and tighten it to
37 ft-lbs. Finally, turn the bolt an additional degrees mark a reference point on the engine so you
know when you reach this. It is most likely necessary to work in two increments of degrees
instead of trying to tighten the bolt with one almost full rotation of the ratchet. This is what the
setup looks like when complete. The pulley came already installed on the new PowerMaster
alternator from Billet Specialties. You can choose either a amp alternator or one that makes
amps. This is spring-loaded and applies tension on the serpentine belt. In the Billet Specialties
system, this is a unique part. Some other kits use a GM idler pulley, so you can get a
replacement just about anywhere. It pays to do your homework in advance and prep the engine
as much as possible before lifting it over the sheet metal. You will probably still have to put it in
and take it out a couple of times, but this is better than a dozen times. With the radiator out of
the car, there is plenty of room to drop the engine into the engine bay with the front accessory
drive and complete clutch assembly bolted on. However, if you are using engine mount adapter
plates that place the engine farther back in the chassis against the firewall, the upper driver-side
bellhousing bolt is extremely hard to get to once the engine is in place, so installing the
bellhousing first is a good idea. It is a very good idea, however, to bolt the transmission to the
engine on the ground before installing the engine to trial-fit everything. Once the engine is
bolted to the frame for the last time, you can start wiring it. If you have retained the factory
fuel-injection system, you have a few choices for an engine controller and wiring. You can
modify the factory wiring if you grabbed it with the donor engine. Going this route also
eliminates the opportunity to tune the engine for performance rather than for emissions; the
factory system must balance both, often at the detriment of performance. There are several
aftermarket ECUs designed for retrofits. These come with a wiring harness that plugs into the
factory engine sensors and connects to the original fuel injectors. Most control the ignition
spark as well. Shown here is a Holley HP system, which allows you to use a laptop to modify the
fuel and spark maps to fine-tune the engine. You can also purchase an optional handheld
controller, which allows you to make broad changes to the fuel and spark without a laptop. This
kit literally takes just a few hours to install mounting the ECU and routing the wires are the
hardest parts if your exhaust already has a bung for the oxygen sensor. If you use the factory
fuel injection, there is another obstacle. Almost all of these engines, and certainly the desirable
versions, came with a drive-by-wire throttle. That means there is no throttle cable, and no
provision to add one. You can purchase a drive-by-wire throttle pedal from Chevrolet
Performance or Lokar. The advantage of this is that you do not need a cable or linkage
protruding through the firewall. Some owners do not want to rely on a fully electronic
drive-by-wire throttle, and therefore opt for mechanical throttle linkage. If you have a
higher-horsepower factory LS engine or a built-up one, you want a starter with more cranking
power than that of a factory unit. Its core features are a 3-hp electric motor and 4. Internally, it
has a very high quality assembly, including a balanced armature, and it is guided by two ball
bearings for smooth engagement. A key advantage is that the billet mount can be clocked in
different positions to fit in tight applications, which you have with headers in a Chevelle
chassis. In most cases, you need to install the starter and passenger-side header at the same
time. However, for a clean installation devoid of funky adapters and ugly hose routing, a new
radiator, such as this Flex-a-Fit aluminum radiator from Flex-a-lite, is in order. Coolant does not
flow through the intake manifold on an LS engine. This means that coolant in the engine is
higher than the water outlet connected to the radiator. LS engines have a steam crossover tube
at the front of the block connecting the coolant passages in the cylinder heads. This allows air
trapped in the system to escape and be routed back into the cooling system. There are several
ways you can deal with this steam tube. You can drill and tap the flat surface of the water pump
and connect the steam tube to it. You can also have a fitting installed in the radiator and route
the steam tube to the radiator with the upper radiator hose. If you choose to remove the steam
tube and install GM block-off plates. If you block the passages, you need to remove the plugs
when you first fill the radiator with coolant or water and allow all of the air to escape the system.
When only water or coolant flows out of these holes, insert and tighten the plugs. Typically, a
thermostat between and degrees F works well with aftermarket controllers and helps keep the
temperature of the engine lower, especially at highway speeds. Higher-temperature thermostats
are used from the factory to help the engines meet emissions standards, but are not necessary
for the engine to run properly. You need to find radiator hoses that fit the custom engine and
radiator combination. The exact hoses you need depend on what combination of water pump
your LS engine has, where the engine has been located according to what engine mount
adapters you used, and what custom radiator you have. The best thing to do is to bend a coat
hanger or TIG welding rod to the shape you need for the upper and lower radiator hoses. Cut it

to length and then visit a parts store. There are hundreds of preformed radiator hoses; if your
parts store has a good selection, you will be able to find ones that fits. You may need to do a
little trimming for length to fit perfectly. Most LS engines have one vent tube on each valve
cover and another one on the lifter valley plate. This allows oil vapor and pressure from inside
the engine to be released. In a performance application, you want to make sure that the
pressure is allowed to escape, and you want to capture the oil vapor to keep things clean under
the hood. There are s
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everal aluminum versions as well plastic ones. Essentially, the pressure pushes the oil vapor
into the canister, which is designed to let the pressure pass through and release into the
atmosphere, but extracts the oil and lets it collect inside the canister. You need to empty the
canister periodically, and most have a drain petcock built in to make this easy. This is what my
LS engine installation looks like when it is finished. The coils are hidden under coil covers from
Holley. These are plastic covers that snap onto studs threaded into the stock GM valve covers.
They are supposed to mimic a big-block valve cover appearance. I painted the air cleaner and
the plastic Holley coil covers with Mercedes silver paint. This is the classic muscle car look,
with the modern performance and efficiency of a fuel-injected, computer-controlled LS engine
under the hood. If you liked this article you will LOVE the full book. Click the button below and
we will send you an exclusive deal on this book.

